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“Gaming is firmly in the spotlight of mainstream pop
culture, which will help continue a streak of strong video
game sales into the near future. Video game purchasers
don’t really care where they buy a game as long as they are
able to get the game they want for a fair price. Digital
storefronts will be a cornerstone for gaming retail, but
many players still have a fondness for physical discs.”
– John Poelking, Senior Gaming Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and the video game retail market
The impact of free games and next-generation consoles on video game sales
Where people purchase games and how that’s changing
How to overcome retailer indifference among video game purchasers

Despite an influx of free games, video game sales continue to climb as gamers look to invest in higherquality gameplay. The growth of the gaming audience and the launch of new consoles should further
encourage gaming spending in 2021 and beyond. Video game purchasers know what they want but
they don’t really care where they get it, as long as they can pay a fair price. There is potential for the
resale market to make a comeback as patient purchasers are willing to wait for a good value in their
games.
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Retailers and gaming companies can create mutually beneficial relationships
Put game creators in the spotlight
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Figure 25: GameStop Cyber Weekend Instagram post, September 2020
Exclusive titles will become a greater selling point
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Amazon
Figure 28: Amazon Luna Twitter post, December 2020
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Mass merchandisers

Competitive Strategies
A steady stream of free games to bring in users
Figure 31: Epic Games Store “Keep It Forever” banner ads, May and June 2020
Utilizing gaming ecosystems to bring convenience, value
Creating more equitable revenue sharing with gaming creators
Pop-ups can spur excitement for new releases

The Consumer – Key Takeaways
Nearly everyone who buys video games is a player
Gaming buyers are spending big
Retailers that deliver good prices, convenience stand out
Social media conversations inform players about new games
Retailers need to create a sense of urgency
The value in used games is underutilized in digital gaming retail
Segmentation highlights unique opportunities among game purchasers
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Video Game Purchases
Game purchases represent market preferences
Cheap mobile games make for quick investments
The digital/disc dichotomy flips for PC and console gamers
Figure 32: Types of games purchased, November 2020
Gamers are the ones buying the games
Figure 33: Types of games purchased, all adults vs all gamers, November 2020
Device crossover shows lack of limitations for what people will purchase
Figure 34: Types of games purchased, by type of game purchased, November 2020
Most people are giving the gift of games to themselves
Figure 35: Who video games were purchased for, by type of game purchased, November 2020

Spending on Video Games
High prices may not deter gamers seeking quality
Figure 36: Attitudes toward the cost of games, November 2020
Most buyers drop big bucks on games
Figure 37: Amount spent on video games, November 2020
Large households invest in different interests
Figure 38: Amount spent on video games, by number of children in the household, November 2020

Where People Buy Video Games
Players don’t need to buy from a variety of stores
Figure 39: Number of gaming retailers shopped, November 2020
Digital stores create convenient paths for all gamers
Mobile: Large libraries of inexpensive games
Console: PlayStation delivers exclusives to large audience
PC: Steam holds edge over Epic Games Store
Figure 40: Gaming retailers – Digital stores, November 2020
Amazon dominates, while specialty retailers appeal to gamers
Figure 41: Gaming retailers – Major retailers, November 2020
Price, game availability are primary deciding factors for retailers
Figure 42: Factors for deciding gaming retailers – Ranked, November 2020
Online purchases preferred at most gaming retailers
Figure 43: Gaming purchase behaviors – Online purchases and retailer variety, November 2020

Video Game Purchase Influencers
Social media is important, but not all social is created equal
Figure 44: Video game purchase influencers – Social media, November 2020
Influential gaming generations seek out different social outlets
Figure 45: Video game purchase influencers – Social media, by Gen Z and Millennials, November 2020
Twitter users listen before they buy
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Figure 46: The impact of word of mouth on gaming purchases, by social media platform used, November 2020
Formal sources, word of mouth don’t connect as much
Figure 47: Video game purchase influencers – Other influencers, November 2020

Video Game Purchase Behaviors and Preferences
Most buyers don’t need a new game right away
Figure 48: Gaming purchase behaviors – Waiting for new games, November 2020
Impact of free games has lessened the need to purchase games
Figure 49: Gaming purchase behaviors – Free vs paid games, November 2020
Gender highlights difference in browsing, spending behaviors
Figure 50: Gaming purchase behaviors – Browsing and free games, by gender, November 2020

Attitudes toward Gaming Retail
Urgency is not much of a factor in gaming purchases
Figure 51: Attitudes toward urgency and preference in retailer, November 2020
Players look to new games but they’re happy holding on for a long time
Figure 52: Attitudes toward the cost of games, November 2020
Digital download distrust can hamper online market
Figure 53: Attitudes toward digital games, November 2020

Gaming Retail Consumer Segments
Factors
Figure 54: Video game purchaser segmentation, November 2020
Retro Retrievers (36%)
Demographics
Characteristics
Opportunities
Figure 55: Profile of Retro Retrievers, November 2020
Disc Jockeys (31%)
Demographics
Characteristics
Opportunities
Figure 56: Profile of Disc Jockeys, November 2020
Digital Darlings (18%)
Demographics
Characteristics
Opportunities
Figure 57: Profile of Digital Darlings, November 2020
Bargain Hunters (15%)
Demographics
Characteristics
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Opportunities
Figure 58: Profile of Bargain Hunters, November 2020
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